The blurred images will make image processing difficult and be hard to get high image solution for recognition, which will lower the precision of a variable rate spray system in pesticide application. In this paper, Radon transform in frequency domain is used in this work to test the blur angle and blur length in different tractors speeds and camera heights. Four image restoration methods in terms of the shape, color, texture and computing time were compared. The results showed that the speed of tractor and the height of camera played an important role on the blur extent of real-time image. A mathematical model corresponding blur angle and blur length with the speed of tractor and the height of camera is established, which would provide a theoretical basis for reducing blur and improving the quality of real-time image.
Introduction
The images captured by the variable rate spraying system based on machine vision are often blurry in some extent due to the relative move between camera and objects as well as the vibration of the system in the field [2, 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Motion blur will make image processing difficult and be hard to get high image solution for recognition, which will lower the precision for the system to adjust the spray volume in terms of the practices of the crops [4, 11, 12] . As the variable rate spraying system in the actual operation, how to reduce the blur of real-time image captured and restore the blurred image is crucial.
In the imaging process, image always appears blur due to the relative move between camera and objects, Imaging equipment with external interference and inherent defects, The vibration and light scattering of the camera, and noise interference [6] . The blurring needs to determine the point spread function, it can be expressed as:
Where L is blur length, θ is blur angle, they are two important parameters of motion blur [7] . The main methods of detecting blur angle and blur length are divided into differential method and frequency spectrum. Differentiation is the calculation of the direction of the process of differential reference only to two adjacent pixels of the gray value, not well reflect the changes in the gray image areas, and the result error is relatively large. Spectrum method is based on computation of the power spectrum of the image in the frequency domain, and the error is relatively low [8] .
The image restoration methods have been matured, which are then based on deconvolution methods such as iterative Lucy-Richardson and Blind deconvolution or non-iterative Wiener algorithms and Regularized filter [9] . However, these realtime image restoration method to evaluate the need for restoration effect. Common image evaluation methods are: Mean Absolute Error(MAE)， Mean Square Error (MSE), Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio(PSNR) [10] . However, these methods are based on reference image quality assessment, and not meet the interest in evaluation of machine vision.
In this paper, mathematical models established for blurred image analysis through testing blur degree at the different speed of tractor and the height of camera, which provide a theoretical basis for reducing motion blur in images. Comparison of the four kinds of classical methods of image restoration such as Wiener filter, Regularized filter, Lucy Richardson (L-R) and Blind algorithm already in use and some which have been recently proposed in the literature for finding a restoration method suitable for real-time image.
2
Experimental materials and methods
Experimental equipment
Real-time image acquisition system was based on a small four-wheel system DFH tractor as the carrier, and pre-high-resolution color camera for the OK_AC1300 RGB camera, 230 frames / second. Image acquisition card was OK_RGB10B RGB color component capture card. Lenovo notebook computer with Pentium4 / 2.6G processor, 512M memory was used. Speed sensor was DJRVS11 made by Spraying System Company, USA.
Image Acquisition
We had a trial in the experimental base for China Agricultural University in early June 2010, Cotton as the experimental object, which was seedling growth period and its height between 10~20cm. This was orthogonal experimental design, the heights of Camera were 50cm, 80cm, 110cm, 140cm and 170cm, tractor speeds were 2km/h, 4km/h, 6km/h, 8km/h, 10km/h and 12km/h of 6 speed. We used real-time image acquisition system for image acquisition on cotton leaves, each collection was repeated 3 times, and stored the image acquainted through image acquisition card in the computer. Image acquisition card comes with the package can choose from 7 different image resolution for storage.
Motion blurring parameters estimation
When the gradient of such a blurred image is transformed into the frequency domain by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) a regular structure is contained within the power spectrum in the frequency domain. This regular structure has a relationship to the length and the direction of the blur. The distance between neighboring stripes is related to the length of the motion blur. The relationship between blur length L and the distance between neighboring stripes d can be simply expressed as: L= a/(d+b).
The main ideas of the finding blur parameters process are illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
Image restoration methods
(1) Wiener filter The Wiener filter seeks to minimize the following error function:
Where E denotes the expected value operator, f is the undegraded image and ∧ f its estimate. The solution to the thereof arising optimization task can be written as follows in the frequency domain: [15] is based on finding a direct filter solution using a criterion C, which ensures optimal smoothness of the image restored. Therefore the filter construction task is to find the minimum of
In the frequency domain the solution to this problem can be written as follows:
Where γ is the parameter which has to be adjusted to fulfill the constraint C and
This algorithm was invented independently by Lucy [14] and Richardson [15] . Its usage is further outline din [16] . The L-R algorithm is an iterative restoration algorithm that maximizes a Poisson statistics image model likelihood function. As summed up in [17] the RL algorithm consists of one initial and three iterative steps:
Step 1: A first approximation of the restored image Step 2: The current approximation is convolved with the PSF:
Step 3: A correction factor is computed based on the ratio of the blurred image and the result of the last step: Step 4: A new approximate is composed out of the current one and the correction factor:
Blind deconvolution algorithm restores the original blurred image with estimating PSF. The solution improved through iteration, the likelihood of that increases in the number of iterations, eventually converge with the greatest likelihood of Solutions Division. The advantage of the algorithm is able to achieve the blurred image of the recovery operations, in the case of no prior knowledge [20] .
3
Experimental Results and Analysis
Analysis Blurred Factors of Image
To minimizing the blur extent, need for analysis of blur factors. Tractor speed and the camera above the ground as the factors, we made the analysis of blur angle and blur length with 90 images, which were detected by Radon transform in frequency domain. We established the relationship between blur angle and tractor speed with camera height shown in Fig.2 , and the relationship between blur length and tractor speed with camera height shown in Fig.3 . As the camera away from the higher ground, its body was shaking with the more severe. Therefore, with the increase of the height of camera, the image blur angle became more. Moreover, camera height greater impact on blur angle of image with tractor traveling increase, the average blur angle expand 0.6 degrees with camera height increase from 50cm to 170cm at the speed of 2, while the average blur angle expand 5.2 degrees with camera height increase from 50cm to 170cm at the speed of 12km/h.
Blur angle increased with tractor speed and height of camera increase, the related mathematical model can be expressed as H a V a a
Where a0 is constant, a1, a2 is coefficient, V is tractor speed, H is height of camera Table 1 shows that tractor speed and camera angle has an impact on the blur of image with p value of a1 and a2 less than 0.05. The value of a1 was more than those of a2, which show that tractor speed has more impact on blur angle than height of camera. The regression equation can be expressed as:
Which correlation coefficient R2 = 0.94. As can be seen from Fig 3, blur length of image increase with tractor speed increase for the increase of tractor distance in exposure time. Therefore, blur length increased from 5 pixels to 25 pixels while tractor speed changed from 2 to 12. However, the decrease of shooting range of camera is made when height of camera increased, which cause blur length of image decrease and this trend is evident as tractor speed increase. Therefore, average blur length decrease 0.7 pixels while the height of camera changed from 50 to 170 at tractor speed of 2, but average blur length decreased 4.3 pixels at the speed of 12.
Image blur length increase with the increase of tractor speed, but decrease with the increase of camera height, the correlation model can be expressed as: 2 is coefficient, V is tractor speed, and H is height of camera 2 , which show that tractor speed has more impact on blurring length than height of camera. The regression equation can be expressed as:
Where correlation coefficient R2 = 0.96. In order to obtain maximum reduction of blur image, we must adjust two parameters of tractor speed and camera height. According to the regression equation of blur angle and blur length has obtained, we establish two trend lines. The one trend line is between blurring angle and length with the increase of tractor speed shown in Fig 4(a) , the other line is between blurring angle and length with the increase of camera height shown in Fig 5(b) . As can be seen from Fig 4(a) , blurring angle and blur length increased while tractor speed became faster，but there is a significant turning point at tractor speed of 8km/h. The growth of blur angle and blur length as speed of tractor less than eight is less than growth of those as speed of tractor more than 8km/h .
As can be seen from Fig 4(b) , blur angle is increased with the increase of height of camera. On the contrary, blur length is decreased when height of camera increased. There is a point of intersection at 115cm heights of camera, which is the lowest point of the sum of blurring angle and blurring length. Therefore, if the height of camera were 115cm, the image acquisition would keep in lower blur extent.
Based on the above analysis, speed of tractor and height of camera have a significant impact on blur angle and blur length, but speed of tractor has a more significant impact on those than height of camera. In order to obtain maximum reduction of blurred image, tractor speed should not exceed 8km / h and camera height should be around 115cm.
Blurred Image Restoration
The images captured by the variable rate spraying system based on machine vision are often blurry in some extent. Fig 10(a) is the blurred image captured by the camera with a velocity of 8km/h and 110cm up to the ground, which has 8 degree blur angle and 15 pixel blur length measured by Radon transform. Taking Fig 10(a) as an object, a comparison is made among the 4 recovery method on the basis of MATLAB7.0, two of them are nonlinear iteration recovery (Blind algorithm and L-R algorithm) and the other two are linear recovery (Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm). We want to find a proper recovery method to image processing in real-time from recovery effect and calculation time. Blind Algorithm, L-R algorithm, Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm four restoration methods Used to recover blurred image Fig 5(a) , among which the iteration frequency of Blind Algorithm and L-R algorithm is 15, the recovery results shown in Fig 5. The results show that the recovery effect of Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm is better than Blind Algorithm and L-R algorithm, a clear image of cotton fields had been recovered by Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm. On the contrary, inordinately ripple and circular whorl appeared in the images which were recovered by Blind Algorithm and L-R algorithm for iteration. Therefore, their definition is no better than those of Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm. Background segmentation is used to separate the cotton leaf from field soil in the recovery image, which is able to analyze shape and color of cotton leaf after recovery. The image space is transformed from RGB to HSI space, and based on H variables Otsu threshold algorithm image segmentation is used, which results shown in Fig 6. The results of comparison of cotton leaf shape shows that cotton leaves connected, some leaf shape deformed and image distortion is serious in the blurred image. The effect of RL algorithm, Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm were better than Blind algorithms due to the leaves recovered by which had less linked together and leaf contour clearly. among these three methods, RL algorithm is better than Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm in noise suppression, so RL algorithm is the best method in recovery of cotton leaf shape.
The results of comparison of cotton leaf color shows that cotton leaf edge section contains a large number of earth colors, which made the error would more if this color were picked up as characteristic variable in the blurred image. After recovery, there were less earth colors on cotton leaf edge in Blind Algorithm and L-R algorithm, while there were no earth colors in Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm. So Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm is better than Blind algorithm and L-R algorithm in the recovery effect of cotton leaf color. The results of comparison of cotton leaf texture shows that the texture information of blurred images which are made by Prewitt operator on background segment image shown in fig 7 is lost basically and there is no way to extract its texture information as Feature variable. Part of leaf texture is recovered by Blind Algorithm in image, but which is changed and appear some ripple and circular whorl. L-R algorithm is better than Blind algorithm in leaf texture, it recovered the leaf vein normally and there is still some recovery of leaf texture unfinished, while Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm recovered the texture information completely, leaf vein and rough grain of leaf surface is apparent in image. Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm is the best in texture. The results of computing time on cotton images that computing time of four algorithms increased in some extent with the increase of Image resolution seen from Fig 8. Computing time of Blind algorithm and L-R algorithm which are belong to non-linear methods increased multiply from 1.3s and 0.51s to 35.89s and 13.35s respectively, while computing time of Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm which are belong to linear methods increased slowly from 0.12s and 0.05s to 2.42s and 1.04s respectively. In comparison from the same resolution such as 480 * 320, Wiener algorithm which had a top velocity is 0.19s, Reg algorithm is 0.50, while Blind algorithm and L-R algorithm is 6.6s and 2.3s respectively. Therefore, make a comparison on computing time, Wiener algorithm is at a distinct advantage among the four algorithms. The test had compared the restoration effect of four recovery methods from color, shape and texture, and compared processing speed from computing time. The results of appraising the four algorithms from the above four aspects with 5 points for each are shown in Table 3 . As we can see from the table, the two nonlinear algorithms of Blind algorithm and L-R algorithm got lower points were 7 points and 16 points, while the two linear algorithms of Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm get higher points were 18 points and 19 points. From the overall evaluation results, Wiener algorithm is the most suitable algorithm for real time image recovery. 
Conclusion
According to the practical need of Real-time in the variable rate spraying system, we obtained two groups through this experiment. The one hand, the speed of Tractor and the height of camera have a important role on the blur extents of real-time image Acquired, and a Regression equations of blur angle and blur length with the speed of tractor and the height of camera is established, which obtained a result that blur degree of real-time image at low levels if the speed of tractor below 8km/h and the height of camera about 115cm.
The other hand, we compared Wiener algorithm, Reg algorithm, R-L algorithm and Blind algorithm in terms of the shape, color, texture and computing time. The results of comparison show that R-L algorithm got highest scores in the shape for good shape of cotton leaves and less noise. Because of the edge of leaf color no soil color and leaf texture is Recovered Absolutely in image, Reg algorithm and Wiener algorithm is good at the recovering of color and texture. Wiener algorithm on the processing time had obvious advantages, which is much smaller than the other three kinds of image restoration algorithm. Through the above four aspects of evaluation, the result show that Wiener algorithm most suitable for real-time image restoration.
